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Let G be any finite group. For any normal subgroup I: ~4 G, one can construct 
a “fibrr square” of rings: 
ZG ----+ Z[G/H] 
I I 
whcrc n -- ; II 1 and t;l E ZG is the formal sum of the elements of H. \j:ith the 
obvious maps between these rings, this square is easily seen to fulfill t!le condi- 
tions for having a .&layer-Victoris exact sequence in K-theory; in particular, 
there is a boundary homomorphism 
a: K,(Z,[G/H]) --+ K,,(!ZG). 
The image of this homomorphism will be denoted T;,(ZG), following Xarchctt’s 
notaiion in [j]. 
These groups T,(ZG), and fiber srplares of the above form, arise in calcuiations 
of the kernel groups D(ZG) fur many groups G. D(ZG) is the kernel of the homo- 
morphism from K,,(ZG) to K,(!Y&) induced b\- tl x inclusion of ZG into a 
maximal order 9JTn, C_ QG, and is the difficult par: of understanding K,(ZC). 
Fiber squares of the above form have been used in most calculations of I>(ZGJ 
(see, e.g., [31, [41, and [S]); and in fact for somu groups, such as G z Z,z or 
Z,,, (Z, denoting the cyclic group of order n), D(ZG) -.. T,(ZG) for some 
i-1 c G. 
In this paper, WC first extend the definition of TH(ZG) to arbitrary subgroups 
H C G: when .?!I 4 G, T,(ZG) is defined to be the image under the induction 
map 
Ind&: &GW(~W - JWG) 
of T,,(Z[X(H)]). We easily get: 
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PROPOSITION 1. T,(ZG) C D(ZG) fog any H C G. 
Proof. I f  H Q G, the Mayer-Victoris exact sequence shows that T,(ZG) 
is the kernel of the induced map 
fWZ’) - KWGIHI 0 ZG/&). 
The second ring can be regarded as an order in QG (namely, the order generated 
by ZG and l/n &(n = / H I)). Thus T,(ZG) is contained in the kernel of the 
induced map from K,(ZG) to K&I&), f  or some maximal order !& (and D(ZG) 
is independent of the choice of maximal order). 
The result for arbitrary H C G now follows since the induction map sends 
D(Z[N(H)]) into D(ZG) (see [2] or [5]). 111 
The main result of this paper is that D(ZG) is always generated by the sub- 
groups T,(ZG) for H C G. This is proven in section 1, based on Theorem 1 in 
[7]. In section 2, this result is refined by showing that in fact 
D(ZG) = C T&G), 
HGYG) 
where B(G) denotes the set of subgroups of prime power order. Finally, in 
Section 3, an example is given to show that these results do not extend to group 
rings RG, when R is the ring of integers in an arbitrary algebraic number field. 
1 
The following theorem characterizing D(ZG) for finite groups G was proven 
in [7] (as Theorem 1): 
THEOREM. Assume that X(G) C K,(ZG) ave subgroups deJned fog all jikite G, 
such that the following two conditions hold: 
(1) X(G) is functorial on the category of finite groups with monomorphisms; 
i.e., IndHG(X(H)) C X(G) fey H _C G. 
(2) For any H 4 G, if PI C Pz are projective Z[GIH]-modules, and PI C P, 
projective ZG-modules, such that P,IP, and p.Jpl are finite and isomorphic as 
ZG-modules, then [PI] - [pz] E X(G) if [P,1 - [PI] c X(G/H). 
Then X(G) > D(ZG) for allJinite groups G. 
Here, IndHG denotes the induction induced homomorphism from K,,(ZH) to 
K,(ZG). In order to show that D(ZG) is generated by the T,(ZG) for H C G, 
we need simply show that the above two hypotheses hold for the groups 
&$‘I~ZG). 
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LEVIMA 1. For any K _C H C G, IndHG( To) C TK( 
hen K 4 6, the result follows from the commutativity of the 
gram, where the rows are exact: 
0 + T,(ZH) -+ K, 
0 --j. T,(ZG) - K,, 
In general (K + G), the following commutative diagram reduces the problem 
to the first case: 
Ind 
&ZH) c K,(&q 
From this, it follows immediately that the first hypothesis of the above theorem 
holds: 
PROPOSITION 2. FOP any NL 6, IndHG(CKcn TK( 
Showing that the second hypothesis is fulfilled is a 
first need the following lemma: 
LEMMA 2. For any N Q G, fix an element 5 s T,(%G). Then for aqv integer 
n > 0, one cap2 write 5 = [PI] - [PJ, with the P, pmjectiue, such that thme is 
a ~onQ~o~pki~~ f: PI - P2 whose cokemel is a jinite ~~Gi~]-~~~~~e of order 
ph7.e to n. 
Proof. Consider the following fiber square (with the obvious ring surject~~~s~~ 
Since ,Gr is a surjection of finite (and thus semilocal) rings, it induces a surjection 
in Kr([l], Chapter ITT, Cor. 2.9). Thus, the boundary map for the above square 
from Kl to K, is zero, and the induced map (CY~ @ aa), in I<,, is a monomorpbism. 
Let E be the projection of ZG onto ZG/dH . By Swan’s result ([9], 
8.1 and Cor. 7.2) that projective ZG-modules are locally free, we 
(q o e)*(e) = 0. Furthermore, (01~ 0 c)*(l) = 0 since 5‘s Tx( 
foollows that c.+(t) = 0. 
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One can thus write 5 = [PI] - [P.J such that there exists an isomorphism 
f (W~H) OZG PI --t (W~H) OZG Pz . 
This can be lifted to a monomorphism f: PI -+ P2 (since PI is projective). 
Coker(f) is annihilated upon tensoring by either Z,G or ZG/Z;, , and is thus 
a finite Z[G/H]-module of order prime to n. 1 
For the proofs of the next lemma and proposition, we now fix groups H CI G, 
A = 1 H 1, and the fiber square 
ZG il Z[G/H] 
LEMMA 3. Let K/H C G/H be any subgroup. Then, for any f E TKIH(ZIG/H]), 
there exists an element [E T,(ZG) such that i,*(f) = f and i,@) = 0. 
Proof. Assume first that K Q G, and apply Lemma 2 to construct projective 
Z[G/H]-modules PI and Pz and a mapf: PI -+ Pz , such that [PI] - [PJ = [, 
and such that T = Coker(f) is a finite Z[G/K]-module of order prime to 1 G /. 
Choose a projective ZG-module pg with a surjection onto T, and let PI be the 
kernel of that surjection; it is a projective ZG-module since T has order prime 
to 1 G (. Let l= [PI] - [ps]. 
We have exact sequences of Z[G/N]-modules: 
0 -+ Z[G/H] OZo PI -+ Z[G/H] Ozc & + T -+ 0 
and 
O+P,+P,+T+O. 
It follows by Schanuel’s lemma that &@) = E, and thus by abuse of language 
WWI OZG c! = WWI OZIGIHI~ = 0 (f E TimrGW~IN~ 
Furthermore, (ZG/EK) ozc T = 0; in fact T = Z;, . T since it is fixed by K 
and has order prime to. / K j. This implies that 
ZG/Z;, QZo f  = 0 and iz*([) = 0. 
Since 5 vanishes upon tensoring with Z[G/K] and ZG/,iYK, &E T,(ZG). 
When K is not normal in G, the result follows by replacing G with G’ = N(K), 
and then inducing up to G. # 
We can now prove that the second hypothesis in the above theorem holds: 
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PROPOSITION 3. FOP any H Q G, if PI _C Pz we projective 
and PI C p2 projective ZG-modules, such that P2/Fl and a/p1 are fznite a& 
isomQ~phi~ as ZG-modules, then 
Proofs Let i1 and & be as defined above. By Lemma 3, there is an element 
f  E CKCG ) such that z&(f) = 0, 
On tile 
and i,*(c) = [PI] - [Pa]. 
hand, since F2/Pl and p2/Pl are isomorphic as 
we get (applying Schanuel’s lemma again): 
Furthermore, p2/pI has projective dimension one as a module with trivia! 
on, and thus has order prime to j H j. So it vanishes upon tensoring by 
) and 
i,*([&] - [I”,]) = 0. 
It follows that 
and thus that [PI] - [P,] E CKCc _ ~K(=?. 
The main result of this section now follows directly from Propositions 1, 2, 
and 3, and Theorem 1 of [7]: 
TPksomM 1. For any finite group G, D( G) is gepierated by its subgroz~ps 
2 
The main result of this section was first proven geometrically, based on 
Theorem 3 of [7]. That theorem characterized D( G) as the group of projectives 
arising as invariants for a certain class of CW co plexes with G ac:ions, and it 
was then a matter of using geometric manipulations to show that it is generated 
by the T,(%G) for If  of prime power order. The proof given below is an attempt 
to translate everything into algebra, replacing CWcomplexes by their cell&r 
chain complexes. 
By a finite G-set is meant a finite set with G-action. For any finite G-set S 
and any H C 6, SH denotes the set of points in S fixed by H, and SN) denotes 
the union i/lsEG SgH ‘-I (i.e., the smallest G-invariant subset of S containing SE). 
We let Z(S) denote the free Z-module with basis S, regarded as a G-module 
(where G acts by permuting the basis elements). 
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DEFINITION. Let V(G) denote the class of all chain complexes of the form 
0 + Z(S,) A Z(S,-,) SL *** -%Z(S,)-tO 
(i.e., each term has a given basis permuted by G), such that for all H L G 
and all i = l,..., n, ai maps Z(SiH) into Z(SE,). In other words, (Z(S,=), ai 1) 
is a subcomplex for all H (where ai j denotes the restriction of ai to Z(SiH)). 
If C denotes the complex (Z(S,), ai) in Y(G), then CH will denote the sub- 
complex (Z(&H), ai 1). An (arbitrary) chain complex will be said to be p-exact 
( p prime) if it becomes exact upon localizing at p. 
DEFINITION. V*(G) denotes the class of complexes C E Y(G) such that 
for any prime p / / G j and any p-subgroup 0 # H C G, CH is p-exact. 
We show first that to any complex C E V*(G) there corresponds a projective 
invariant ye(C) E K,,(ZG), w ic is the key to using these complexes to study h h 
D(ZG). A resohtion for a complex C = (Z(S,), ai) is a complex 
c: 0 + Z(S,) a, Z(Sns,_,) - *** JL Z(&) 3 0 
in Y(G), containing C (i.e., Si 2 Si for all i, and 2, extends a,), and such that 
(1) G acts freely on s, - Si for all i (i.e., ($ - SJH = m for all 0 f 
HCG). 
(2) C is exact except at Z(S,), and Ker (a,) is a projective ZG-module. 
We call n the dimension of the resolution C, and Ker(8,) the KewzeE of C. 
PROPOSITION 4. Any complex C E Y”*(G) has a resolution, and any two 
resolutions of the same dimension have kernels stably isomorphic (i.e., isomorphism 
up to adding free modules). 
Proof. Write C = (Z(S,), a,) and let k be the smallest number such that C 
is not exact at Z(S,) ( an d assume k < n). Set $ = Si and 8, = ai for i < k. 
Choose a free module F,,, = Z(SL+,) and a map 
Gc,, : FM - Ker@J 
such that the sum Z(S,+,) OF,,, maps (via a,,, @ a;,,) onto Ker(&). Setting 
SC+, = &+I v $,I and %, = ak+l @ a;+, , one thus gets a new complex 
(still in V(G)) 
0 ---f Z(S,) 2% . . . - Z(Sks,,,) 5 Z(S,) $!+ + **. -+Z($) -+ 0 
which is exact from Z(S,) on. Continuing this procedure, one gets a complex 
C = (Z(S& 8J 2 C, exact except at Z(S,J, and such that si - SC is a free 
G-set for all i. It remains to show that M = Ker(8,) is projective. 
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It suffices (see [6], Lemma 2 and Proposition 4) to show, for each prime 
p 1 I G I, that the localization &2cu) is projective as a Z&G,]-module, where 6, 
is a p-Sylow subgroup of 6. Thus, we can assume that G is a p-group. But then 
the subcomplexes C”p, = C& are exact for ail 0 # H _C G; their intersections 
CE,, n C& = C&T are also exact, and so the sum of these complexes 
Gw, = c G,: 0 - Z(,)(S,) 4 Z(,)(S,-,) - ... -3. Z,,,(&,t - 0 
OzHCJG 
is exact. (si C S, denotes the union of all St;” for 0 + HL 6; i.e., the set ni 
points not lying in free orbits). 
Dividing out by this subcomplex now gives an exact sequence 
0 - &f(p) -> (&Tn - S,) * Z(,,(ls,-, - sn,_,, --L ..’ --) (B)(s* - So) - 4;. 
Since G acts freely on S, - 3, for ail i, M(D~ must be stably free, and is in par% 
cuPar projective. 
If  Cr and Ca are two n-dimensional resolutions of C, let CI I& C2 denote 
their sum intersecting in C; namely, 
Let C3 be an n-dimensional resohrtion for Cl @& C2 . Let M, (; = 1) 2, 3) 
denote the kernel of C, . Then MI L Ma, and M3/lVI is the kerner of the 
resolution C3/CI ) all of whose terms are free. So M,~n/8, is stably free, s 
for Ma/M2 , and IL!& is stably isomorphic to nil, module free moduies. 
where, for some resolution C of C, M is the kernel of C-, n is the dimension of C, 
and 4;‘ is a free module of the same rank as M. 
Cleariy, given an n-dimensional resohrtion of C, adding a free module to the 
left of C to make it into an (n -+ I)-dimensional resolution has the effect of 
changing the sign of the class of the kernel. Thus, yG(C) is completeiqr indepen- 
“dent of the choice of resolution, even for resolutions of different dimensions. 
We akso now easily get the following result relating vaiues of q/C for sub- 
c9mp;exes. 
&+uof. Let CO be a resolution for C, , and let C be a resolution for Ca $&, C.. 
We can clearly assume these resolutions have the same dimension II. Then C 
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is also a resolution for C (all terms in (CO &, C)/C z CO/CO are free), C/CO 
is a resolution for C/C, , and 
-- 
Ker(C) s Ker(CO) @ Ker(C/C,,). 1 
We say that a chain complex C = (Z(&), a,) E T(G) is of ty$e G/H if all 
orbits in the S$ are of type G/H; i.e., each Si is a union of copies of G/H. We 
can now characterize T&G) using permutation complexes: 
PROPOSITION 5. T,(ZG) is precisely the set of all y=(C) for complexes 
C E T*(G) of type G/H. 
Proof. For conveneience, let B,(G) denote the group of all ye(C) for 
C E V*(G) of type G/H, we must show that B,(G) = T,(ZG). I f  CEV(G) 
is of type G/H, it splits as a sum C = & CHe (letting {HI ,..., Hk} be the set 
of subgroups conjugate to H); and for any KC G, CK = GHtZK Vi. Since all 
of the Pi have the same homology, it follows that C E V*(G) if and only if C is 
p-exact for all primes p 1 1 H /. 
Assume first that H is not normal in G, and let C E V*(G) be a complex 
of type G/H. The subcomplex WE Y’lN(H)) is of type N(H)/& it is also 
p-exact for all p 1 1 H /, and thus lies in V*(N(H)). Furthermore, C is obtained 
from CH by induction, since 
Z(GIH) = ZG OZMH)) Z0V-W) = Ind.%dW’Wf)IH)). 
Ind’ N(HI preserves exact sequences, and we thus get 
YG(c) = ~n‘%dY,cdCH))- 
Conversely, given any C E V*(N(H)) of type N(H)/H, one easily sees that 
C = IndG N(H)(C?() lies in V*(G), has type G/H, and that CH = C. Thus, B,(G) 
is the image under induction of B,(N(H)), and (referring to the definition of 
T,(ZG)) we are reduced to proving the proposition when H u G. 
For any E E T,(ZG), use Lemma 2 to construct a monomorphismf: P + F, 
where P is projective, F is free, f  = [P] - [F], and such that T = Coker( f) is 
a finite Z[G/H]-module of order prime to 1 H [. Since 5 E T,(ZG), we may 
assume (stabilizing if necessary) that 
W/HI @ZG p s ZWHIS 
is free. 
We thus get the following commutative diagram with exact rows, where the 
second comes from tensoring the first by Z[G/H], and the vertical maps are 
the natural projections of ZG-modules onto their tensor products with Z[G/H]: 
O-P f >F-T+Q 
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This gives a short exact sequence 
/HI” -? Z[G/H]” -+ 0 is a complex lying in T*(G), has type 
(, and so 5 E B,(G). Thus, 
To show that BH(G) C T,(ZG), let 3 de 
by %G and (I/k)Z;, (li = j H I). ‘$I is isomo 
TH(Z,G) is the kernel of the induced map from 
(S,), ai) E Y-*(G) b e an arbitrary complex of type 
Tt+* @:O-aP+ F, @Z(S,) 5 F,-I 0 Z&S,-,> d ... A Fc 0 
be the exact sequence coming from a resolution of C together with its kernel .P* 
(-l)“([P] - [F-j) f or some free module F of appropriate rank. 
orsion free ZG-module M, let 58 ” M be the -module 
% . M = (2X &o M)/torsion. 
We wish to show that the sequence 2X . C is still exact; it suffices to show that 
(55 C)/C is an exact sequence. Since ?I . Z(G/M) s a), pa . q/c is the 
sequence obtained by tensoring C/C by %?I/ZG. B /ZG has exponent 
= 1 H I), C/C is exact upon localizi [since C is), and so 
. C/C is exact. 
Thus, 5% . C is an exact sequence. Ah of its terms are projective ( 
being a direct summand of VI), and we have 
(-I)“[% &c P] = f (-l)“[% * (Fi @Z(S,))] = f (-l>i 
i=O i=O 
(&odd) ei 2(&J,,) in C, since C was of type G/H and exact up to 
torsion). So 9l @xc P is stably free, and ye(C) E TH( 
We now say that a complex C = (Z(S,), a,) has prGme power z’y$e if Si , for 
all i, is a union of orbits G/N for subgroups NE Pp(G) (i.e., of prime pewer 
order). Let B&G) denote the group of all ye(C) for C E V’*(G) of prime power 
type. 
PEGGY. Clearly T&G) C B&G) for all NE P(G). To show that 
generated by these subgroups, fix some 5 E B&G), and choose 
c = (qs,), ai) E v*(6) 
of prime power type with E = ro(C). 
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Assume first that for some prime p 1 1 G 1, each Si is a union of orbits G/H for 
p-subgroups 0 # H C G. Let HI. ,..., Hk be a list of conjugacy class representa- 
tives for such subgroups, such that Hi 2 gHjg-l implies i < j. Forj = 1, 2,..., K, 
define 
& = (J LgHt’ = i, 
t=1 t=1 
We thus get a sequence 0 = C,, _C C’, C ... C C, = C of subcomplexes, such 
cj = (Z(S,,j), ai I) c c. 
that C,/C+, is of type G/Hi . 
Since C E V”*(G) by assumption, CH is p-exact for any p-subgroup 0 # 
H C G. It follows that Cj is p-exact for all j, and thus that these subcomplexes 
all lie in V*(G). We now get 
ye(c) = $ Yc(c$%l) E f TH1(ZG)’ 
j=l 
I f  C is arbitrary, define for any p 1 j G 1 
Si,, = U {SiH: H a p-subgroup, H # O}, c, = (Z(&,p>, 4 I). 
Then O,j,G, P - C - C is a subcomplex of C, C, E “Y*(G) for all p ( CDH is p-exact 
for all H C G) and C/C is of type G. We have seen that yc(C,) lies in the sub- 
group generated by T,(ZG) for p-subgroups H, and so 
6 = YdC) = %(c/e) + .%I YG(%,) E HE;tG) TH(ZG)- !  
It thus remains to show that D(ZG) = By(G); in view of Theorem 1 it suffices 
to show that T,(ZG) C B&G) for all H C G, not just for HE B(G). To do this, 
we first need a new method of constructing complexes in Y*(G). 
Let Q(G) denote the Burnside ring: the Grothendieck ring on all finite G-sets 
(with addition given by disjoint union and multiplication by Cartesian product). 
Let Vs(G) denote the class of all C = (Z(S,), &) E V(G) such that 
T (--l>“[Sil = 0 
in Q(G), and set V:(G) = %‘JG) n V*(G). 
LEMMA 6. For any complex C E VO(G), there is a complex CE Y-$(G) con- 
taining C, such that c/C has prime power type. If  cl and c2 are two such complexes, 
then Y~G) - rc(Gh E .&@). 
Proof. Let H be a non-zero p-subgroup of G, for some prune p / 1 G I, 
maximal among those for which CH is not p-exact. Set G’ = N(H)/H, and 
consider CH as lying in Vs(G’). 
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As in the proof of Proposition 4, embed CR into a complex C’ E Y(G): 
such that C’/CH has type G’, and such that C’ Is exact except at s;j. For 
every non-zero p-subgroup K’ = K/H C G’, (C)K’ = CK is p-exact assump- 
tion. Thus, setting M = Ker(Q, it follows as in the proof of PropcAn 4 that 
now gives an exact sequence 
G’-modu!es. Since the modules are all projective, we get 
@M] = -f (-l)“[Q(s:)] = i (-l)i[ (Sz’ - S,“)] in lx-,( 
L=o 60 
(gt=, (-l)“[S,fq = 0 in C(G) since CH E VO(G’)). In other words, Mc~) is a 
projective Z&G-module which becomes free upon tensoring by 
Theorem 7.1 of [9], Mcp) is itself free. One can thus choose a free 
and an embedding a;+, of Z(Sk,,) into M with index prime to p; and thz 
expanded complex 
is p-exact. 
C” was constructed by adding copies of Z(N(H)/N) t Cu. If we now replace 
each of these Z(N(H)/H) summands by a copy of (G/H), extending the 
boundary maps accordingly, we obtain a complex z” E Y(G) containing C. such 
that C/C has type G/H. Furthermore, CH = C” (since (G/IF = N( 1 
it is thus p-exact, and the same now holds for all subgroups conjugate t 
One easily checks that C E TO(G) (xi (-l)i j Six j = 0, since CH is exact 
up to torsion; and C differs from C only by G/H-orbitsj. Thus, the process can 
be repeated for other subgroups of G of prime power order, until one finail\; 
obtains a complex C E Y-$(G). 
Now assume that C, , C2 E V:(G) are complexes containing C, such that 
Ci/C and C2/C have prime power type, Using the above procedure, cons~~ct 
a complex C3 2 CI & da , C3 E V:(G), such that Ca/C, has prime power type. 
Then 
Yc(Q - Yc(Gz) = %(GlG,) - YGF&A f %W 
We can thus define, for C E Vo(G): an invariant 
?c(C) E ~o(ZGYGWJ: 
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simply set ye(C) = ye(C) (mod B,(G)) for any CE V?(G) containing C 
as above. The following relation follows immediately (compare with Lemma 4): 
LEMMA 7. If C,, C C me in ?$(G), then yG(C) = yG(CO) + ~G(C/Co). a 
We can use yG to prove: 
LEMMA 8. For my H C G, T&G) C B&G). 
Proof. It has already been seen (in the proof of Proposition 5) that any 
element [E T,(ZG) can be represented as t = yo(C,J for a complex 
Co: 0 -+ Z(G/H)S -L Z(G/H)S -+ 0 
in V*(G), where f is a monomorphism with cokernel finite of order prime to 
j H j. Define a complex C E VO(G) as follows: 
C: 0 -+ Z(G/H)” % Z(G/H)” @Z(G/H)s % Z(G/H)” -+ 0. 
Then C, C C, y,(C/C,) = 0 (C/C, is exact), and 
ye(C) = YG(G) = E + &P(G). 
On the other hand, C also has a subcomplex 
Cl: 0 -+ Z(G/H)” % Z(G/H)” --f 0, 
such that C/C, is identical to Cr except for being moved one position to the left. 
It follows that 
3/G(G) = -yc(Vd; 3/G(C) = %(CJ + rc(Wl) = 0, 
and so 6 E B&G). Thus, T,(ZG) C BP(G). B 
Putting these together finally gives 
THEOREM 2. D(ZG) = CHEgcG) T,(ZG). 
Proof. By Theorem 1, D(ZG) = CHCC TH(ZG). But for any H C G, 
TH(ZG) C B&G) = c T,(ZG) 
HM=(G) 
by Lemmas 8 and 5. 1 
Note. One can prove Theorem 2 directly using these chain complexes, 
without referring to Theorem 1. By modifying the proof of Lemma 8, it can be 
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shown that pa(C) = 0 for all C E Va(G), and thus that ye(C) E B&G) for ail 
C E $-c(G). Theorem 1 of [7] can then be applied to show that the group 
b&(C) : C E 6YGN 
contains D(ZG). 
One can also refine the proof of Lemma 8 to make more precise which groups 
generate T&ZG). For example, if H is abelian., then 
where H, denotes the p-Sylow subgroup of N. 
3 
We now give a brief example to show that none of these characterizations for 
D(ZG) apply in general to D(RG), when R is the ring of integers in an arbitrary 
algebraic number field. For any such R, we define groups X,(G) _C KO( 
to be the minimal subgroups meeting the hypotheses of Theorem I of [7], 
namely: 
(1) XR(G) . f t IS uric orial on the category of finite groups with mono- 
morphisms; i.e., IndHG(XR(H)) C X,(G) for H _C G. 
(2) For any H 4 G, if PI _C Pa are projective R[G!k+modu?es and 
PI _C ps projective RG-modules, such that Pi/PI and pa/p1 are finite and iso- 
morphic as RG-modules, then [ps] - [PI] E ,Y,(G) if /E’s] - [PI] E XB(G/H). 
The existence of unique such minimal subgroups is easily seen by taking inter- 
sections. 
For NC G, T,(RG) is defined via fiber squares and induction, as when 
THEOREM 3. Far R the ring of integers irz any algebraic number $eld> and G 
any fkite group, 
XR(G) = C T,(RG) = c T,(RG) ~2 3(RG). 
HCJG HE.RG) 
P~ooJ. The proofs in Sections I and 2 go through for arbitrary W, except 
where Theorem I of [7] is used. So by the proofs in Section 1, 
and by Section 2, 
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That ?“,(I?@ C X,(G) for all H C G follows when H 4 G from Lemma 2 
(and the second hypothesis for X,(G)), and then for arbitrary H since X,(G) 
is preserved under induction. 
That all of these lie in D(RG) follows since T,(RG) C D(I?G) for all H 2 G, 
as in Proposition 1. 1 
The following example now shows that none of these subgroups need equal 
D(RG). 
THEOREM 4. Let R be the &zg of integers in Q( 1/-3, d- 13). Then 
X&d = Tz@3 $ WW 
Proof. We use the exact sequence of Reiner and Ullom ([S]). The fiber 
square 
RZ, ----+ R 
1 1 
RZ,&, -- R/3R 
induces the exact sequence 
o -+ T,,(RZ,) -+ D(RZ,) -+ D(R) 0 D(RZ,IzzJ - 0, 
and we must show that D(RZ,/Ez3) # 0. 
Let 5 be a primitive cube root of one, and regard RZ,j2z3 as the ring 
R[xl/(X2 + X + 1) = W-l/(X - 5)(X - 5”). 
We have projections q1 and q2 onto R, defined by ql(X) = 1, q2(X) = 12. 
These give a fiber square 






(p being the obvious projection), and this square induces an exact sequence 
R*@R * -S’&%+ (R/2/z $2)” 4 D(R[ZJ&,) - D(R) @ D(R) = 0. 
So D(RZ,/&) g Coker(p,). 
We have Z[c]/d/-3 E F, , and thus that 
R/l/-3 R 2 F&X-j/(X2 + 13) cg F, . 
SUBGROUPS GENERATING D( .z ci 3, 
For any u E I?*, let P denote its complex conjugate. Then G/U is a root of unity 
(it has absolute value one under any embedding R C ). Since R contains 
ogly the 6th roots of unity, u6 mnst lie in the real subfield 
have 246 = a y b d/39 for some a, b E Z, and 
-- 
p(@) = p(a) + p(b d-3 . L-13) = p(a) = -Ii. 
Thus, p(u) has order at most 4, F$ g Zs , and p, is not onto. 
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